
West Coast Pale 4.5% (First pour)
Big on lemon and grapefruit tones with subtle hints of herbs and pine, a sharp and fruity pale ale with an earthy undertone,

packed with classic West Coast flavours and big on the nose.
This is full bodied and big on the palate with a touch of malt and bitterness yet still an easy drinking session beer.

 
 Honey Brown Ale 6.5% (First pour, only 4 casks in existence)

Brewed with our friends at Exale Brewing. This beer is full bodied and packed with local honey to give it a luxurious edge to a strong brown ale.
Limited in availability so get it whilst you can.

 
Nelson x Centennial Pale 4.0%

Full bodied yet with a light freshness to it – citrus and grapefruit tones from the Centennial hop compliment the light fruitiness
and white wine tones from the Nelson Sauvin hop to create a refreshing pale ale with a zingy finish.

 
Simcoe x Waimea Pale 4.7%

A full bodied yet refreshing beer that contains two big hops that deliver bright citrus flavours with a touch of pine to enhance the mouthfeel.
Wonderfully balanced to create a mid-strength pale to return to.

 
 
 

Cluny Session IPA 4.0%
Our super drinkable house Session IPA!

Session strength but packing body and flavour with classic American hops.
 

NCL Pils Lager 4.0% • (First pour, refreshed & reworked recipe!) 
A modern take on a classic pilsner recipe.

A super drinkable pilsner with a classic malt backbone, brought to life with modern hops from New Zealand's finest crops.
A perfect pilsner for all palates.

 

*PLEASE NOTE, NOT ALL OF THE BELOW BEERS MAY BE AVAILABLE AT ANY ONE TIME, SEE BOARD FOR WHAT'S POURING...
 

West Coast Pale 4.5% (First pour)
Big on lemon and grapefruit tones with subtle hints of herbs and pine, a sharp and fruity pale ale with an earthy undertone,

packed with classic West Coast flavours and big on the nose.
This is full bodied and big on the palate with a touch of malt and bitterness yet still an easy drinking session beer.

 
St. Clements NEIPA 7.2% (Only keg in North East)

Made with our friends at Howling Hops. A big, juicy New England IPA that is full-bodied and packed with citrus tones from the big hop additions
that are further enhanced by conditioning the beer on the zest of lemons, limes and oranges - tasting beautifully zesty and beautifully fresh.

 
Simcoe x Mosaic IPA 6.0%

A modern classic IPA combination. A full-bodied big pale ale that is fruity on the nose with big citrus, mango and tropical fruits on the palate,
balanced with a touch of pine and a gentle earthiness that hints at the strength of this drinkable India Pale Ale. 

 
Blackberry Fresh Hop Saison 5.0%

A truly seasonal ale. A robust base saison with big blackberry additions to create a big fruity farmhouse ale,
enhanced with fresh UK Mystic hops to bring out a subtle spiciness  - but with a slight tartness to give it perfect balance.

 
Mosaic x Azacca IPA 6.0%

A big hitting IPA that delivers tropical and stone fruit tones in abundance from the complex Mosaic hop and the fruity, citrussy Azacca hop.
Body, aroma and flavour to back up its ABV, but with a balance and smoothness to make this the IPA that can be enjoyed by the pint.

 
Simcoe x Chinook IPA 6.0%

Another big IPA with passionfruit and grapefruit tones on the nose and palate that give way to a subtle piney resinous finish,
made all the more smooth and gentle by the use of Cryo hops which really do lift big beers to another level.

 
Cashmere x Amarillo Pale 5.0%

Packed with Cryo hops that provide a smooth bitterness and zesty flavours from the Cryo Cashmere
along with tropical juiciness from Cryo Amarillo, this is one smooth and drinkable pale ale with body, flavour and big aromas.

 
 

CLUNY TAP TAKEOVER 15/11/19 - 17/11/19
BEERS AVAILABLE IN CASK

BEERS AVAILABLE IN KEG


